Summary
Theodoz is an open source infrastructure for building the blockchain
based ﬁnancial system. We are crea�ng a one-stop solu�on for digital
assets – including token issuance, ﬁnancing and post distribu�on
management.

Our Vision
Using decentralized blockchain network to bring billions of unbanked
into the global economy.

Our Mission
Blockchain has enabled global economics changes in our society with
people in developing countries has access to digital assets for the ﬁrst
�me in history.We strive to disrupt FinTech by building an accessible
and scalable infrastructure that allows developers to create inclusive
ﬁnancial applica�ons to serve the world’s unbanked.

What is EOZ Cryptocurrency ?

Ethereum

EOZ is an integral part of the Theodoz infrastructure built with
upgraded Ethereum network protocols. It is a fork of Ethereum occurs
at predetermined block height of 7280000. While Ethereum is shi�ing
from Proof-of-Work(POW) mining to Proof-of-Stake(POS) mechanism,
we intend to maintain PoW mining mechanic to foster the growth of
mining community and keeping the network decentralized .

Ethereum
Constan�nople

EOZ

Programmable Assets

ASIC Resistant

Conver�ng real-world assets into digital token on blockchain for
greater liquidity, data security and transparency.

EOZ is ASIC resistant and supports normal GPU mining by architecture,
which means everyone throughout the world can mine EOZ
cryptocurrency.

Token Standard
ERC 1400
ERC 721

Assets Tokeniza�on
Process

DAPP Ecosystem

Distributed Trust

Developers can build and launch decentralized applica�ons (DAPP) on
Theodoz (EOZ) network, crea�ng unique and cu�ng-edge ﬁnancial
applica�ons for billions of people.

No one controls the en�re EOZ network, all transac�ons are
immutable and auditable. Power and trust are shared among every
EOZ cryptocurrency holders.

Phase 1: Roma

Phase 2: Tarraco

Phase 3: Turin

Mainnet launch (May 2019)
Mining pool (July 2019)
Desktop wallet (August 2019)

ERC-721 and ERC1400 (Q1 2020)
Hardware wallet integra�on (Q2 2020)

Atomic Swap (Q1 2021)
Privacy Feature (Q3 2021)
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